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The eLeague at the VR CLASSICS 
(Neumünster/ Germany)  The FEI Dressage World Cup is currently set to draw eleven pairs from the top 
twenty of the current World Cup season to the VR CLASSICS from 14th to 17th February in the Neumünster 
Holstenhallen. A top-class field then for the international riding tournament in the heart of Schleswig-Holstein. 
And just perfect that eLeague is also offering the engaged spectators in Neumünster the chance to win a prize 
at the VR Classics at the end of the current World Cup season.  
 

The “spectator judges” are invited to join in with the judging and might just secure a win themselves after the 
final qualifier to the FEI Dressage World Cup. The eLeague of the FEI world federation, in which the spectator 
results from the SAP Spectator Judging are recorded, has been up and running since the first stage in Herning. 
Those taking part receive points from the spectator judges. Following the final qualifying leg in 
s`Hertogenbosch it will be clear who leads the overall rankings of the spectator judges. The winner will receive 
an exclusive VIP invitation to the finals of the FEI Dressage World Cup in Göteborg.  The live rankings of the 
eLeague are available at https://www.fei.org/eleague/dressage/ or can be viewed via the SAP 
SpectatorJudging App. 
 
VR CLASSICS - climactic stage of the FEI Dressage World Cup 
Neumünster’s VR CLASSICS are the ninth of ten qualifying stages in the FEI Dressage World Cup and one of 
the most appealing to boot. Isabell Werth - fresh from her recent triumph in Amsterdam with her mare 
Weihegold OLD -  is set to compete in the Holstenhallen, as are the riders currently holding second and third 
places in the rankings: Dorothee Schneider from Framersheim and Helen Langehanenberg from Billerbeck. 
Spectator Judging - this was offered two years ago by the organisers of the VR CLASSICS and now again in 
2019 spectators can join in with the judging from the stands. To take part, spectators just need to download 
the app from the Google Play Store or Apple Store and away they go. At the VR CLASSICS the Spectator 
Judging begins on the Friday morning with the Intermediaire I Freestyle (the stuckeGroup Prize), which is then 
followed by the Grand Prix of the Pferdestadt Neumünster Championship (the Zech Immobilien and the 
Helenenhofs Schwiebert Prize). 
 

The qualification to the FEI Dressage World Cup - Grand Prix of the Madeleine Winter-Schulze Prize - will 
dominate the programme on Saturday morning. The top 15 pairs from this test will compete on Sunday in the 
VR Bank Neumünster Prize, the Grand Prix Freestyle of the FEI Dressage World Cup.  
 

 



 

 
Want to experience it all in person? 
Experiencing equestrian sport in all its glory in the Holstenhallen is an unbeatable experience. Tickets for the 
big classics of the sporting calendar are available via adticket: https://vrclassics-tickteshop.reservix.de/events, 
through the ticket hotline: 04321 / 755421  or by e-mail: tickets@vr-classics.de. 

 

Details online: www.pst-marketing.de 

Hashtag:  #VRClassics   

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/VRCLASSICSNeumuenster/ und  

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW78OgVGcMa8ICqsCi8qY_A 
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